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who I am

the LO mission

My name is David Lombardo, perhaps best known
as the face of ATC Memes. I have a deep passion
for aviation, music/audio, video, building
relationships, learning, and encouraging people
to share their own unique stories.

My primary mission is to keep aviation fun, and
to encourage people to share their own creative
side in an industry that is not often seen as such.

I attended Purdue University and majored in
aviation management, and later found myself
working at the New York Center air traffic facility.
This is when I decided to create video and audio
skits related to aviation. These productions went
viral, and arguably introduced an entirely new
format of entertainment into the industry.

the podcast
After ATC Memes became very popular on social
media, I began realizing that fans were interested
in a more detail oriented, convenient, audio
based format. Aviation LO Down was the perfect
answer to this need, and it worked.
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Aviation LO Down
After years of creating satirical and
entertainment content related to the aviation
industry with ATC Memes, I wanted to branch out.
I wanted to have a format that was full of
extremely interesting and insightful information,
but didn't lose the fun and character so many
fans of ATC Memes had grown to love.
Aviation LO Down publishes a weekly podcast
related to the aviation industry. Typically, these
podcasts feature topics and/or interviews that
are of high interest to the industry, all hosted
by the familiar voice of ATC Memes.

GROWTH
With an average of 1200 episode downloads in
the first 24 hours of publication, Aviation LO
Down is one of the fastest propagating podcasts
in the aviation category.

#1 PODCAST
Within 3 episodes, Aviation LO Down was the #1
rated aviation podcast in the United States, and
continues to chart within the top 10.

REVIEWS (ITUNES)
4.8 STARS

"SUPER
ENTERTAINING"

"RESPARKING THE
ART AND CREATIVITY
IN FLYING"

"FUN AND INTERESTING"

"LO IS KEEPING IT FUN!"
contact info
LO@aviationLOdown.com
AviationLOdown.com
(818) 280-9066
Instagram/Twitter: @aviationLOdown

unique qualities
Recognizable voice and figure within aviation
Respected source of aviation information
Extremely loyal listener base with very high
listener retention (~85% of listeners finish an
entire episode)
Appeals to a very wide range of aviation
sectors, including student pilots, air traffic
controllers, airline captains, and ancillary
positions

